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APC - THE WAY FORWARD
Any Post Control (APC), claimed to be
the most significant advance in vehicle
lift technology for many years has
recently been launched by Boston Garage
Equipment. All 4 post lifts in the Boston
range are now low-voltage prewired enabling

control of the lift from any post.
In busy workshops, especially MoT premises,
the accrued savings are considerable. Boston
calculates that saving just 10 minutes per day
can actually cover the lift purchase payments
with APC. In Europe APC is unique to Boston,
and the option is currently included free with
all their ATL lifts.
Ray Calcutt, MD at Boston commented: “It’s
difficult to see why all major manufacturers
are not considering the time saving and
user convenience, when APC also adds

income over time to fully pay for the vehicle
lift. It really is an incredible win-win benefit,
supported by customer feedback which is all
very positive. APC can be added at any time
to the current range of Boston lifts, and this is
proving popular with garages that want up-todate equipment, which is a growing sector of
the garage equipment market.”
Boston APC is scheduled to be on show at
2015 Moscow Automechanika, to meet the
interest already shown from several East
European countries.

BOSTON’S
NEW TYRE BAY
EQUIPMENT
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New tyre equipment added
to boston range
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Boston start the New Year with the launch of 4 new products, built in Europe to their
usual very high standards.
Two models of Tyre Changers BTM-420 and BTM-420L now join the Boston range, colour
co-ordinated to complement their workshop equipment and MoT bay packages. Both
models are heavy-duty, fully automatic and suited to both occasional users and busy tyre
bays. The BTM-420 boasts 24” clamping capability and BTM-420L manages 26”.
Alongside are two new wheel balancers BWB-92D and BWB-93D, also built to high
construction standards in Europe, and colour co-ordinated. Both models handle 30”
rims and are ergonomically designed with smooth, quiet, fast operation. The BWB-92D
accepts 2D data input, while the premium BWB-93D accepts 3D data.

